
Labor Time starts once movers arrive to your origin address and ends when movers
finish unloading at the destination address. All of our services have a minimum of 3
hours of labor.

Travel Time - time added to Labor Time in order to compensate time spent traveling
from our terminal to the shipper s point of origin and or from the destination address
back to our terminal

Job Time = Labor Time + Travel Time. Labor Time starts once movers arrive to your
origin address and ends when movers finish unloading at the destination address.
Lunch breaks will be deducted of your total Job Time.



Travel time - On every local move which starts and ends within the State of
California, a mandatory to compensate time spent traveling from movers
terminal to the shippers point of origin and/or from the destination address
back to movers terminal (A mandatory One hour and 15 minutes travel time
charge to the start location and One hour and 15 minutes from the
destination). Travel time charge is billed in addition to the movers labor time.
There is NO mileage charge on this type of move. Fuel is an additional charge.

· Labor time - starts once movers arrive at customers original address
and ends when movers finish unloading at the destination address. All of our
services have a minimum of 3 (three) hours of labor.

· Additional charges such as Tolls, Parking, and any fines given to the
movers due to the customer will be included in the total bill with no
exceptions.

Please note, this quote is Non-Binding Estimate and provided for your convenience only.
However: your final cost is based on hourly rate and actual time your move will

take. All of our services have a minimum of 2 hours of labor and any travel time.
Additional time may be required if your move involves long walks from your apartment
to the truck, narrow hallways and/or tight staircases, disassembling and reassembling of
furniture, hoisting, moving of oversized, antiques items, ones with glass and/or marble,
appliances move and items over 200lb. It is important to understand, that the move time
will also depend on how well you are packed and organized: all drawers of all the
furniture must be emptied, and all miscellaneous items packed neatly into moving
boxes of correct sizes.

● Moving service price includes: truck fees, labor, walk ups, narrow hallways, long walking
distance, furniture assembling/disassembling, loading/unloading.

● Free materials and tools used during moving and returned back after move: moving
blankets, tools, hand-trucks, dollies. Also materials can be purchased at an additional
cost.

● Additional packing materials (bubble wrap, dish packing paper, various boxes
etc.) can be provided as per request on additional cost.

● The time that shows on your estimate and confirmation letter is the time you are entered on the
schedule, not necessarily the time of the move. The movers may arrive before or after that time
listed on your estimate. You will receive a call at least 30 minutes prior to the movers' arrival at
your location.

● Moving company is not responsible for gas/water leakages related to disconnection of
appliances. Moving of the items which weight is over 200lbs might be a subject of
additional charge.


